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ABSTRACT
Current densit y
 profiles in several types of interplanetar y
 magnetic
holes have been calculated using high-resolution IMP-6 magnetic field
data (12.5 vector measurements/s), assuming that the currents flow in
planar sheets and that the magnetic field varies only in the direction
normal to the sheet. The planarit y was verified in four holes which
i
were observed b y two suitably spaced spacecraft. The structure of the
current sheets ranges from very simple in some holes to very complex in
others. Four types of simple magnetic holes are discussed, in which B
varies nearl y monotonicall y on each side of the hole. In two of the
holes, B
_
 varies in intensit y
 but not in direction as a result of currents
normal to B. In the other two holes, B chans , vs in both magnitude and
direction as a result of currents hoth normal and parallel to B. The
observed structures are found to be qualitatively consistent with the
modals of Burlaga and Lemaire, which are based on self-consistent solutions
of Vlasov's equation and Maxwell's equations. Examples of complex,
irregular magnetic holes are also presented, and thev are shown to contain
multiple, current sheets in which currents flow parallel to one another
at various angles with respect to B. There is no model of such magnetic
holes at present.
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1.	 INTROI)ITCTION
Magnetic holes in the solar wind (Turner et al., 1977) are thin
10 
4
km), isolated regions of low magnetic field intensity (JBI -- 1 'y)
imbedded in a background of uniform field with nearly average magnetic
field intensity. The direction of the magnetic field may change abruptly
by a large amount across a Bole, it may vary irregularly, or there may be
no change in direction. Solar wind observations at 1 AU have shown that
magnetic holes occurred at the rate of about 1.5 per day in the interval
March 18 - April 6, 1971, and existed in several different states of the
solar wind, i.e., in regions that were characterized by streams, shocks,
or waves (Turner et al., 1977). Magnetic holes appear to be discrete
solar wind structures with their own physical processes. Holes are a class
of current sheets. Because the thickness of holes is on the order of 10 R,
to — 101) RL , where R  is the proton Larmor radius, they are 'kinetic-scale'
phenomena according to the scale classification scheme of Burlaga (1969).
Models of several types of magnetic hole current sheets have been presented
by Burlaga and Lemaire (1978 ) based on a kinetic theory of sheaths
(Lemaire and Burlaga, 1976). In this theory, magnetic holes are a
diamagnetic response of the plasma to a local enhancement in the kinetic
pressure. The current is due to the magnetization and gradient drift
velocities of protons, and it is assumed to flow in a plane sheet. The
sheet is assumed to he an equilibrium structure at rest in the moving
reference frame of the solar wind. The magnetic field and plasma pressure
are assumed to be uniform along the sheet, i.e., all spatial variations
are in the normal direction.
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The purpose of this paper is to examine the structure of the current
sheets in interplanetary magnetic holes. Tn Section 2 we use observations
from the two spacecraft to show that the current sheets which we could
examine in this way were approximately planar over a distance of — 30 times
their thickness. In Section 3 we show how, for planar current sheets, the
currents can be calculated from measurements of B (t) at one spacecraft
when the solar wind velocit y is known. We use this method to examine the
structure of current sheets in several types of magnetic holes. The
structure of magnetic holes ranges from very simple to ver y complex. We
present examples of four types of simple holes in Section 4, and we compare
the results with models of Burlaga and Lemaire (1978). Examples of complex
holes are presented in Section 5.
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?. PLANARITY OF CURRENT SHEETS IN MAGNETIC HOLES
A basic assumption in the diamagnetic theor y of current sheets
(Lemaire and Burlaga, 1976; Burlaga and Lemaire, 1978) is that the
curvature of the sheet is small compared with the thickness. This is
also crucial in determining currents from observations b y one spacecraft,
for one can compute V s B from magnetic field observations at one space-
craft if and onl y if the current sheet is planar-. One can test for
planarit y if the current sheet is observed b y two suitabl y placed space-
A
craft.	 the method which wc use is to compare the normal, z, determined
from the internal structure of the current sheet observed b y one space-
s
craft with the normal n determined from the time interval during which
the current sheet would pass from one spacecraft to another if it were
A
planar. The local normal, z, was obtained from high-resolution magnetic
field measurements in the current sheet using the method of Sonnerup (1971),
which determines b y least squares the direction of a plane ;shout which
the scatter of the individual magnetic field vectors is a minimum across
A
the hole. The normal n was independently computed from the time delay
between two spacecraft using the method of Donskat and Burlaga (IQ77).
Figure 1 shows the current sheet as a plane which moves at the solar Wind
velocit y ,	 V, assumed to he	 radial and constant.	 the magnetic field	 is
B l	 on one side of the current	 sheet	 and B,	 on	 the	 other side. The current
sheet	 is observed by one spacecraft	 at	 time	 t	 and by another spacecraft
0
at a time	 t + T.	 It	 is	 assum •d	 that	 the spacecraft are separated by a0
distance	 11]
I
which	 is	 large	 compared	 to	 the thickness of the current
sheet.	 Dunskat and Burlaga	 ( 1477) showed	 that	 if	 the current sheet	 is	 a
plane,	 then the normal	 to the plane	 is given A
M
t A.
IT
A
where C = r i - rJ, - x Vt is the vector line segment between the points in
OW l)l:lne 1110.1-,ured b y the two spacecraft.	 Equation 1 satisfies the
A
geometrical condition n	 I. = 0, and the additional physical condition
( B ') - J J )• n	 Il ohtaincd from	 B = 0.	 Thus, the orientation
Of the assumed plane is completer • determined, provided (B
-,
 - 
B J ) `, L.
A	 n
If the planarit y assumption is valid, thell n and z should lie along the
-:iITAe di^_ection; if there is significant curvature in the current sheet,
A	 A
then n lend z should he different.
The magnetic field data from IMP-6 and IMP-5 were examined foi
nl:ignetic holes observed b y both spacecraft during the period March 16 to
Jul y 1, 1971. Because of the lower resolution of the IMP-5 experiment
(one measurement each 2.56 scc), holes are not as easily detected in the
IMP -5 dat.i as in IMP-6 data.	 For this reason, holes were first ident if ied
in tale IMP-6 data and then looked for in 20 sec averaged IMP-5 data.
For the first 25 ,la y s of the selected observing period, we started with
the holes identified by Turner et al. (1977) in the 1.28 sec IMP-6 data,
ind we found no holes for which interplanetar y data were available at IMP-5, sin e
I II' -'^ l::lti ill the	 I:lo-,t of the thile.	 For the remaining tit) days,
we be
	
with the 15 sec averaged IMP -6 data. The criteria for selecting;
holes observed by both spacecraft were: 1) B	 < ? } at IM1'-6 and an
min
indication of :in intensit y depression in the lower resolution data of
I`JP-5; 2) identification of tLe same dis con tinuit% , in direction of the
nlag,netic field in the two data sets.	 l'sing the discontinuity in direct ion
as the primary basis for correlation, the time 1a9, T. was measured to
5
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the nearest minute of time. Since holes are discrete, usually isolated
	 I	 ,'
phenomena, visually correlating holes in the two data sets should be
valid, even though somewhat subjective.
A total of 11 holes were found that could he clearl y identified
in both data sets. 	 In ever y case where simultaneous, non-magnetospheric
is
data were available, holes seen at IMP-6 were also seen at IMP-5. For
seven of the holes, IMP-5 was close to or within the magnetosheath and
the background magnetic field was elevated in intensity and fluctuating.
The remaining holes (cases in which the background field was most
characteristic of the interplanetary field) are listed in fable I along
with the results of the analysis. In each case, the current sheet normal,
A
z, obtained by the minimum variance analysis at IMP-6, was compared with
A.	 A	 A.
the sheet normal n from equation 1. The angle between z and n show that
differences in the normal directions are of the order of the uncertainties
in the anal y sis. These uncertainties are based on error estimates in the
A	 o,	 n
determination of z and n. In two cases,(z the sheet normal at 	 was
A
determined by the minimum variance analysis and compared with z at IMP-6. The
results show that the sheet normals at the two locations are parallel within
an uncertaint y which is consistent with the assumption of planarity over
this distance.
The thickness of the current sheet,.{,, is obtained from
t = Iv cos _ j 'r	 (2)
where T is the width in seconds of time, V is the solar wind speed and
is the angle between V (assumed to be radial) and the current sheet
A
normal. The longitude and latitude of the normal r. are given in solar
ecliptic coordinates. The thickness of the current sbvets and the
6
separat ion between observing locations in the sheet, L, are compared in
Tiblo I.	 It can he seen that the minimum length to thickness ratio
(l./:.) .
	
is	 20.
Mill
	
n n	 n
The uncertainties in the comparison of z, z, and n given in Table I
are based on a combination of the errors in determining each normal
direction.
	
In each case, the rotation angle, w, of the magnetic field
vector across the sheet is > 90 0 , and the ratio of the intermediate to
N
minimum eigenvalues, A I /n 3 is > 3. Based on a numerical error analysis
of the minimum variance method by Lepping and Behannon (1978), these are
ranges of w and A 
2 A 3 
for which the plane of the current sheet should be well
defined. The quantitative estimate of the error, q in the normal direction
used here is sin	 N (-B ) /B	 where QB )	 is the rms
zrms mean	 zrms
fluctuation in the normal field component and 
Bmean 
is the mean field
^	 ^	 0	 0
intensity across the sheet. The errors in z and z range from 3 to 10 for
A
the holes in Table I. The error in n ranges from 5 0 to 11 0 due to the
n0.5 minute uncertainty in determining the lag time.
The effect of the small curvature in the current sheet corresponding
to the uncertainties in the sheet normals can he estimated as follows.
The current flow , risen the sheet is planar is ^J	 I	 1
	
plane	 B dz' where dz
is the kinetic pressure gradient in the sheath. The contribution to the
current flow due to possible curvature of the field lines is In	 I
cure
1
u ^; p / R where p is the kinetic pressure and R is the radius of curvature.
dT	
Plit inagnetic holes, dz	 /	 where t is the sheath thickness, and there-
tore ^ n, lt_v/,Ipl ane j N It	 If the angle of curvature is U over the distance
1. along the sheet, then 1 =	 and In	 /.1N	 For L/c = 20 and
R	 L	 cury plane	 L
= 200 = 0.35 radian (which in an upper limit to the uncertaint y in the
7	 ORIci?vAI, PAGE k'
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planarity determination), I.1
cury
 plane
/.1	 = 0.02, and the curvature drift
current is negligible. Therefore, the results show that these current
sheets are thin, with L / > 20, and have no significant curvature over
5'L
the distance L — 2 x 10 km — 30 R E (RE = radius of the earth).
i
8
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3. COMPLTATION OF CURRENTS IN CURRENT SHEETS	 r'
r^
For the calculations of the current, we assumed that it flows in a
uniform, planar sheet, i.e., that th? field components vary only in the
normal direction across the sheet. The sheet normal was determined by	
ff
i
the method of minimum variance discussed in Section 2. The accuracy of
the normal is related to the ratio of the intermediate to minimum eigen-
value n 2 /A 3 , as discussed above. The measured field components are
transformed to the coordinate system in which the z-axis is along the
normal to the sheer and the x-y plane lies in the sheet. In this orthogonal
coordinate system the components of Mo J = V x B are µo J x = - dB /dz,y
^.	 I = dB /dz, and J = n, where J is the current density, B is the magnetic field
o	 y	 xr.	 ...	 ^-
and	 is the permeability of free space. Since the hole is assumed to
0	 1
be a static structure convected past the spacecraft at the solar wind
ispeed, the normal derivative, dz , is related to observed time variations 	
i
by the component of the solar wind speed normal to the current sheet,
V = V cos
	
by the equations
n
J = - 1	
dBv	
J = 1
	
dB
x , Jz = 0.	 (3)
^o x	 V	 dt ' ro v
	
V	 dt
n	 n
We have computed the derivatives using three consecutive points of the
s
appropriate field component measurements, smoothed by a one second running
average. The current densities will be plotted in units of the maximum
current density in the hole, 1'JImax*
For later reference, we recall that the current in a current sheet
can be expressed in the form
N	 Mo J = (z x B) dB + 3 dz	 (4)n
where w(z) is the direction of B with respect to a line in the current
9
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sheet. This shows that , J flows normal to B when there is no change in
the direction of B, and'J flows parallel to B when there is no change in
the intensity of B.
The quantities referred to above, viz., A23' ^' IJImax' and w,_ as
well as the thickness of the hole, t, in units of the proton Larmot
radius RL are given in Table 2 for each of the events discussed in the
following sections. We use RL = 147 km, corresponding to a mean field
in the hole of 2.51 and a temperature of °K:7. 5 x 104
{
s
a	 '.
f
i
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4. CURRENTS IN SIMPLE MA^',NFTIC H(ILFS
By simple magnetic holes (antiholes), we mean those in which B - IBl
decreases (increases) monotonically from the ambient value odtside the
hole to a minimum (maximum) at or near the center of the hole. We can
distinguish two classes of such holes: those in which B does not change
direction across the hole, and those in which-B does change direction
across the hole. In the former, J flows normal to B, while in the latter
there is a component of J parallel to B (see equation 1).
n
We orient the rectangular coordinate system such that x i-; in the
plane of the current sheet and along the direction in which the change in
A
B is greatest, and y forms a right-handed coordinate system. For holes
with no rotation of B, B = ^^; for holes with rotation of' B, B T 0. Wey_ y
shall discuss four rases: a hole and an antihole with B
Y
 = 0, and two
holes with B 7 0.
v
a) B =
v	 x
0, B < 0. Linear hole. An example of this type of
magnetic hole is given in Figure 2. The magnetic field vector is seen
to remain essentiall y along the negative x- direction as the field
magnitude passes through a minimum, B
min < 1.0' 1 	and returns to its
original value of B — 5). Since there is no change in direction in this
A
case (w is only 7 dejrees),the minimum variance direction, z, cannot be
uniquely defined by measurements at just one location. However, the
plane (v-z) in which the vector field changes are a minimum is determined
A
knowing the direction of maximum variance, x. In this case 	 is estimated
using the relation	 = 90 0 - Cos 	 . V/V).
The components of the current density plotted in Figure 2, J
x 
and J v,
were calculated from t•o .T = '^ x B as described in Section 2. The ordinate
11
,.a
;a
I	 1	 ^	
w
1
01 the current plots in this and subsequent plots is in relative units,
normalized to thL' magnitude of the peak current density for the hole
which is given in Table 2. The sensitivity of the current calculation
to small scale fluctuations in the field can be seen by the level of
fluctuations in ,1	 ,n either side of tine hole relative to the current
inside the hole. Since. the field variation is almost entirel y in B
x
the current is almost entirel y
 in the J component and J is normal to B.y
The maximum and minimum of J ?C in Figure 2 show that there are two adjacent
current livers with oppositel y
 flowing currents. Note th:ct the magnitude
of the current density,  + ,l peaks at the point where the
magnitude of the field is changing most rapidly in the hole and is zero
at the center of the hole where the field change is zero, in agreement
with (4). Also, note that the current density profile is asymmetric with
respect to the peak, i.e., it rises sharply near the edge of the hole and
talls off more slowly toward the center of the hole.
Both the shape and thickness of the current densit y di-:tributions
across the hole in Figure 2 are correctly predicted b y the theory of
Burlaga and Lemaire (1978) for a model with similar boundary conditions.
The hole width, t,, which is approximately twice the thickness of each
I	 I	 current sheet is — 6 R I (Table 2). According; to the theory, the current
is due to the magnetization and gradient drift velocities of protons, which
I	 accounts; for each sheet being several Larmor radii thick.
	 fhe
	 of
the current profile IF, explained by the fact that the I;irm o r radius inf;ide the
hole is };realer than outside (R 	 LL inside > It outside), giving a broader
current L,vor towards the center of the hole.
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0, 3 > 0. Linear antihole. As defined by Turner et al.
V	 x	 '-
(1977), an antihole differs from a hole in that B increases in an anti-
hole whereas it decreases in a hole. Figure 3 shows an antihole in which
B changes nearly along a line. The J current profil .? for the ;antihole
--	 v
in Figure 3 closely resembles that for the hole in Figure 2. In both
A
cases, there is a current flowing in the -v direction on one side of the
hole and a svmmetrical current flowing in the +v direction on the other
A
side of the hole. However, note that B is along +x in the antihole and
Aalong -x in the hole. Thus,' .I x B points toward the center of the hole
but away from the center of the antihole. This is required for equilibrium,
because in a magnetic hole there is an enhancement in the plasma pressure,
whereas in an antihole ther is a depression in the plasma pressure. The
basic features of the antihole described above are reproduced in the model
of the antihole in Burlaga and Lemaire (19711).
Figure 3 differs from Figure 2 and from the antihole model of
Burlaga and Lemaire in that there is a small but significant change in
B ` and a corresponding component of current in the x direction, J x , in
one half of the antihole. There is thus a component Of' .1 along B in that
sheath. From the bottom panel in Figure 3 it can be seen that ^.T 	 BIj	 -	 - ;pax
1	 0.5 in the current sheet on the right side of the antihole. F(1 11;lt ion
indicates that there is consequently a small rotation of B in this part
of the antihole. This sheath is thus an example of a current sheet :n which
the change in B is intermediate between that in the example of i'igur.
(nu rotation) and that in the case to he considered next, in which there
is a large rotation of B.
1
tk
C)
	 B	 i-	 0,	 1,	 changes	 sign.	 Figure	 4	 illustrates 	 tl is	 case
	
in I	 l;
v
}
lJ1lLCll	 l3	 changestl'Ll;ee.Lit^t1	 by t"oLaL.lilt;	 across	 the magnetic hole .(Not L'
that	 13 ,1,1, ,	 so	 it	 does	 not	 sat: isf y 	the	 criterion.	 nsvd	 by	 Turner	 VA.	 a
-
.l-, i
min -
(1977)	 Lo se lect holes; nevertheless,
	 i.t	 Ls	 the same phenomenon.)
z
At	 Lhe	 right. of	 Lhe	 f igure	 is a plot	 of	 the	 tip of	 the magnetic	 field
vector as	 it roLaLvs	 in	 Lhe
	 (x^v)	 plane of the current	 sheet	 across	 the
}idles.
	 The poLnts	 Who 	 1,	 2,	 and	 3 correspond	 to the edges and
center of	 the	 hole.	 Since
	
the
	
plotted	 points	 are equally	 spiked
	
in	 Lime
(50 msec),	 the	 spacing of	 poinLs	 i-ndicaLos
	
how	 rapidly	 H	 is	 changing
through Lhe sheet;	 the wi-der tile spacing,. the more rapid the	 rotation of Y
B.	 UL Call be seen that the	 current	 densit y peaks at	 point	 ) where	 the
change	 in dlrec'Lion	 is	 greatesL,	 Once	 the	 variations	 in	 13	 are much
`-i
A
smaller	 than	 those	 Ln	 B
. ,	 I,l	 I	 `"	 I,)	 I,	 and	 ,l	 - .i	 y	 as	 in	 the	 Cases
discussed above.	 In th 1s 	 case,
	
however,	 .l	 does not	 .f low normal	 to	 li since
li	 i	 0	 (J	 .	 13 ^ w- J	 B t 	 0);	 there	 Ls	 evrr^'where	 a component
	
of	 ,I	 ,IL	 ns	 F3.V	 r	 ^'	 Y
n
At	 file	 center	 of	 the	 hole,	 where	 13	 -	 it	 and
	
11,1	 13	 1-	 0,	 a	 .x	 13	 - = l 	 l3	 :'	 =	 I
x 	 v	 y
1'hus,
	 J	 Ls	 paral.lrl	 to' 1i	 at	 the	 center of	 this	 hole	 and	 this	 current
produces the	 rotation	 in
	
H with no	 change	 in	 IT,	 ill. accordance	 with I	 .;f	 +	 a
( •4).	 ThLs	 case	 is	 in	 contrast	 to	 the	 !!near	 hole
	
in	 Figure	 ''	 where,
i
,	 there	 is a double current	 sheet with oppositely flowing currents that
Produce
	 a	 change	 in	 I I I 	 with no	 rlt,mgo	 in	 direction.	 In	 the	 case	 in
I
{	 l I-guro 4,	 there	 is	 Kist 	 one	 current	 shoot with maxim um current, at	 the ,.
point.llt	 whe 1'e	 li	 changes	 sign., -	 j
d)	 B	 B	 vary .	 In	 thislast	 example	 of	 a	 ;simple	 hole,	 we	 discuss
ti
:1	 magnet ic:	 hole	 ,[truss	 wh felt	 K	 rot,ltcs	 t h1-tlur;h	 «	 =	 l 19	 ('fable	 .')	 as	 a
i 1
r
f
y
.. 14
1l
1{	
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1
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^	 1x ^
j^
result of changes in both B	 and B	 The magnetic :field observations and
x	 Y `.
the calculated currents are shown inin Figure 5.	 In this case, there are
two minima in the magnetic field intensit y and two overlapping current
sheets.
	 The two ma%ima in IJloccur where the cYlanae in direction of the i
i
field vector is greatest. 	 This can:be seen from the plot of B	 versus
Y
B ` in Figure 5, where the greatest change occurs at points 2 and 4. S a
The direction of the current with
respect to B is ;riven by J •
	
B in the bottom panel
	 of Figure 5.	 The a`°
plot shows that J • B = 1 at the two minima and the central miximum of
^BI	 in the middle of the hole indicating that the current is flowing along d^
N
A	
n
i^
;y
B at these points.
	 At all other points within the hole,	 IJ •	 BI < 1
>is
which means there is a component of J L B, which is necessary to support
I`
the	 gradients in I BI .
I
S
k
P;
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f
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^r5. COMPLEX KAGNETIC HOLES
Case a. Figure 6 shows a magnetic hole in which B reverses
direction by shrinking along a line to nearly zero intensity (Burin - 0.12y)	 '
and then increasing in the opposite direction along that line.- This is
more complex than the holes discussed above, in that it is asymmetrical
iand it has three different current sheets (labeled a, h, and. c in the
bottom panel of Figure 6).
The two outer currents, a and c, flow normal to-B. Their difference
in magnitude is related to the different gradients in LBI on the two sides
of the hole, the larger current corresponding to the steeper gradient in
IBI in accordance with (4). These outer currents flow in the same direction,
in contrast to the linear hole in Figure 2 where the currents flow in
opposite directions. The difference is due to the fact that B changes
x
sign across the hole in Figure 6, but not in Figure 2. The J x`B forces,
therefore, are oppositely directed on either side of the hole in each
case, as required for equilibrium.
i
The central current, b,' is due to two components of J, one (J ) normal
y
to the average B direction, and the other (ix	
x) parallel to'B. -J is.v	
associated with a rotation in'B and is related to a small local deviation
n	 n
of B from the x direction; i.e.;, it is due to the fact that the variation
i
•	 of B is not exactly along a line. Smaller fluctuations in J x and Jy are
~	 n'	 n
associated with other small deviations of B from x.
Case b., Figure 7 shows a very broad hole in which there are irregular
t	 fluctuations in the magnitude ant direction of B. The IJI profile shows
!	 that there are several current sheets in the hole, and the fact that B
z	 C
is close to zero throughout the hole indicates that these current sheet:s
	
j
{
6	 a	 #
s
are nearly parallel to one another.
	 The hole is bounded by two current
sheets with relatively large current densities.
	
In one of these sheets
(on the right-hand side of the figure), the current flows normal to B,
while in the other there is a component of J along B as well as normal to
B.	 The other current sheets are associated with irregular .fluctuations
in the direction and magnitude of B.
	
Note that in one part of the hole
I
B^ = 0 for a few seconds and II I
	
is zero there.	 It is conceivable that
one could model complex magnetic holes such as this by modeling each of E
-p rately using the stationary equilibrium theory ofthe current sheets separately I	 3
t
Burlaga and Lemaire (1978)' and setting them side by side. 	 However, it is
also possible that such complex magnetic holes are not in equilibrium and s-
are not stationary.	 Observations by at least two spacecraft are needed' i
'	 in order to distinguish these two alternatives. F
,
Case c.	 We conclude b y discussin g a rare structure which is f4	 !	 ^
suggestive of an unstable hole.
	
The unique feature of this "hole", shown {
y	 7
in Figure 8, is the presence of nearly periodic oscillations in IB S .	 The
r
i
amplitude of the oscillations is :Largest near the center of the hole, where
the direction of B changes most rapidly, and it decreases to zero with L	 t
increasing distance from the center of the hole. 	 Calculating J as we did {
for the other events discussed in this paper, we find one large peak in
i aIJ^ , associated with the large change. yin the direction of B at the center
t
of the hole, and several secondary peaks on each side.
	 The primary maximum in l
(JI	 is probably significant, 	 since B	 = 0 in that current sheet.	 The secondary
L
maxima, however, do not necessarily _represent secondary current sheets,
since the assumption of planarity is not satisfied across this "hole",
I	 as indicated by the fluctuations in B
	
The oscillations in J
B i 
suggest
Z	 N i
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Fthe presence of an instability associated with the central current
sheet. This could be. driven by changes Ln conditions across the current
sheet (e.g. , by a velocity shear) or by currents iii the current sheet
itself. There are no plasma data With sufficient time resolution to
investigate these mechanisms quantitatively.
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6.	 SUMARY
We have calculated the current density profiles in several types
of interplanetary magnetic holes assuming that the current flows in
planar sheets and that the variation in the field is normal to the sheet.
	 The
G validity of the planarity assumption and a lower limit on the extent of the
Y
current sheet were determined in four holes observed simultaneoulsy by
two separated spacecraft.
	 The distance L between the points on the
sheet sampled by each spacecraft was — 30 R E .	 We found the current sheets
to be thin, with the minimum length to sheet thickness ratio L /Q	 = 20-150.
i
In,each case, we found that the angle of curvature over the distance L was
less than 200 (the order of the uncertainty in the analysis); and that
k
this amount of curvature would contribute negligibly to the drift currents
in' the sheet.
	 Thus, planarity was verified in these four current sheets,'
x
5
the only events that could be observed in this way in the selected data
1 interval.
,P
=4
The internal structures of four types of simple current sheets were t i
I presented,in which the magnetic field intensity varied nearly monotically
on each side of the hole. 	 In two cases (one was an antihole), the 6}`
I•
magnetic field vector B varied along a line. with no rotation and the current
density'J was essentially perpendicular to'B. 	 The current sheets were
double layered with oppositely flowing currents in each layer such that
the J x B forces balanced the pressure gradients on each side of the hole.
Two 'cases were presented in which there was a rotation in B as well as a
change in field intensity.	 In g	 ythesecases there were two components of J,
one parallel to B which caused the rotation, and the other perpendicular
N
ffff j
to B which supported; the gradient in IBI .	 The profiles of these simple
i type current sheets were shown to be qualitatively consistent with the
{
}t 19
i
theoretical models of magnetic holes by Burlaga and Lemaire (1978).
The magnitude of the current density and the sheet Thickness are also
in quantitative agreement with the theory: lil 
max — 
10
-g
 amperes m 2N 
and L N several proton Larmor radii. Examples of current sheets were
also discussed which have a more complex internal structure, i.e.,
irregular variations in intensity and direction of B.	 Two of these holes ¢'.
N
E
were shown in which there were multiples current sheets with components
of J with parallel and perpendicular to B and which flowed in planes:
parallel to one another.
A fundamental assumption in both the theory of holes and in the
{rr	 j
interpretation of the observations in that these current sheets are
static structurEs convected along with the solar wind. 	 A final example *! f
was presented in which the plane of the current sheet was not well defined
r.	
across the hole and the variation.. in B was oscillatory, suggestive of an
f
k instability - in the sheet.
^ 1
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TABLE 1
RESULTS OF TWO-SPACECRAFT OBSERVATIONS OF MAGNETIC HOLES
t1
j' 1971	 _ April 19 May 3 April 13 June 28
,i
S/C:	 IMP 6	 5 6	 5 6	 5 6	 5
^.i t0 0439 1409 0836 0856+
(UT)
{ U
. T 10.5 0 10.0 -2.5
(min }
{
, W 138 92	 99	 _ 143
	
137 161
t;!
3
(deg)
R ^2 16.2 10.4	 8.8 3.1	 2.6 3.1
3
z:	 (¢,	 8) (338,32) (12,6) (336,60) (4, -9)
Cos 1 (2.n) 10 t 12 18 t 9 13 f 17 6 t 10(deg)
cos	 z z
.,.(.	 ) 13 t 6 16	 10
(deg)
1540 12700 4010 7470
i	 J{ : (km)
4 f r
L 2.33 x 105 2.61 x 105 2.55 x 105 1.87 x 105
(km)
J ^
e L
-
150 21 64' 25`	 x
y
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FiIure 1	 Sketch illustrating the two spacecraft analysis technique
(after Deriskat and Burlaga, 1977).
Figure 2
	 A linear hole in whicli B = 0, B < 0 (no rotation) across
y	 x
t!w 1 101e.	 The current sheet is double layered with J in
opposite directions in each laver and perpendicular to B.
FLLure 3
	 A linear "antihole" in which B
y 
•- 0, B 
x 
> 0. It is phv.-:ically
<imilar to the linear hole in Figure 2.
Figure 4	 Current sheet in which there is a rotation, a = 940
(Bv •- constant ; 0, B  changes sign). There is a single
current density peak in which J is predominantly parallel
to B rind :i small component of .J is perpencicular toN	 ^y
Lo" Z.N
a
1
s^
i ,
.	 i
Figure_ 5	 Currant
Chan ,'rs
current
Figure 6	 Complex
to one
'ranges
sheet in which B rotates, u, = 116 0 (B
V 
varies, B
x
sign).	 In this case there are two overlappin.;
layers.
hole in which there are three current layers parallel
another (B = 0). This is an example- in which B
along a line, shrinking to 	 0 and reversing direction.
Figure 7	 Complex hole consisting of multiple, parallel current sheets.
Figure 8	 Structure resemhling a hole but with oscillatory variations
in j,is-1 suggest ive: of an instabil ity.	 Note tliat B /- 0 across
z
the hole indicating that the current sheet may not he well
defined for this case.
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